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The pump manifold is made from “ecobrass”, an environment-friendly
brass alloy with mechanical properties equivalent to 316 stainless steel.
It delivers 38l/min at 1450 rpm at 350 bar. The u-shaped seal packings
have a longer seal life than the usual chevron packings and require
less maintenance.

The new model HHP pump
delivers 25 l/min at 500 bar at
1000 rpm. Because the
manifold is manufactured from
special brass, the price is very
attractive.
Power requirement is 24Kw.

The new VX-B range of pumps starts at 98 l/min at 200 bar to 154 l/min
at 130 bar. Useful for cleaning storm water drains and a wide variety of
industrial applications, it is expected to be a welcome addition to the
Hawk range. Because the manifold (head) is made from a special brass
alloy the cost is a lot lower than the usual cast iron pumps on the
market at present. It requires 37,5 Kw of power and works at 1000 rpm.

Three more drain cleaning trailers being loaded for
transport to customers as part of the order for five.
Powered by 4-cylinder diesel engines the Hawk
pumps deliver 80 l/min at up to 280 bar, these
machines are proving popular. Each has a 100m
high pressure hose on a hydraulically powered hose
reel, with retro spray nozzles for cleaning sewers
and drains.

Neville, Iqbal and Troy manned the Avi Africa poultry show from the
31st May to the 2nd June this year. Hawk’s presence represents its
involvement in the chicken industry, supplying high pressure cleaning
equipment, sanitizing units, foaming and disinfecting systems and
evaporative cooling systems. The 3-pump chicken-house cleaning
trailer attracted a lot of attention. We were rated amongst the top 4
stands at the show which made us very proud.

World Cup 2010
“Feel it, it is here!”
Monitor’s Durban Staff all dressed up for
the opening of the world cup

“Forgive your enemies, but never forget their names”

Versatile, durable and affordable
line-marking solutions
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Technical Data

Affordable Power

Model:

4200LP

6500LP

Motor:

3.5 Hp

5.0 Hp

Fuel:

Petrol

Petrol

Max Operating Pressure:

200 Bar

220 Bar

Max Volume at 120 Bar:

4.0 L/min

7.0 L/min

Max Tip Size:

0.021”

0.041”

The Hawk LinePro range has been improved with the development
of a new three wheel chassis, making it easier to manoeuver and
cheaper than its predecessor. It has a single lockable wheel at the
rear, and has a shorter wheel base than the previous model,
making it considerably lighter, which makes line marking up hill
much easier. The unit is perfect for marking roads, sports fields,
garages, schools, parking lots or factories. It is suitable for high
viscosity marking paints and is easy to use, affordable and durable.
The Hawk LinePro can also be used for conventional spray
painting, by simply detaching the gun from the line-marker holder. It
can then be used for stencil work or any other coating application.

